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ABSTRACT
In the 1990s, a number of new theories of security emerged – challenging both conventional concepts of security confined to military threats to states and simultaneously the US dominance of security studies. Among these (at the time mostly European) innovations in security research, the so-called Copenhagen School contributed concepts like securitization, regional security complexes and societal security. This provided a better framework for researching and understanding under what conditions it is possible for whom to turn what issues into security matters and with what implications, i.e.: What does security do? What difference does security make? The theory has been challenged and developed through many rounds of debates. The most recent ones have amongst other things questioned its conception of politics, the theory’s excessive focus on isolated ‘speech acts’ on existential threats and its disregard of general societal unease and anxiety in interaction with low-key rituals and techniques of protection and surveillance. Historically, the theory has evolved through its engagement concretely with new generations of security issues, and the talk will therefore move from a survey of key theory debates to a discussion of the peculiar challenges emanating from new security threats including religion, climate change and dramatic technologies like AI. The final part of the talk will present some research programs and strategies that might take this theory forward in productive ways. This implies revisiting speech act theory, philosophy of science on the theory of theory and the interface of sociology of risk and security studies.
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